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ABSTRACT
With a hybrid workplace environment and an influx of talent, many people in an
office barely know or recognize each other in person. Although there are safety and security
policies regarding an individual badging into a building, tailgating by individuals standing
close to a person remains a common occurrence. Tracking device-powered cyberstalking
is also an active threat to safety and security. Techniques are presented herein that re-use
existing network components (including wireless capabilities, elements of an advanced
digital network architecture, a cloud-based location services platform, and an identity and
access control policy/mobile device management (MDM) platform) and leverage existing
capabilities (such as multi-factor authentication (MFA)) to efficiently detect and validate
the identity of every individual who enters a premise. Aspects of the presented techniques
support a solution that may differentiate a tailgater from a badged-in user while solving the
"unknown device" issue.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
With a hybrid workplace environment and an influx of talent, many people in an
office barely know or recognize each other in person. Although there are safety and security
policies regarding an individual badging into a building, tailgating by individuals standing
close to a person remains a common occurrence. For example, people often find it awkward
to request identification from tailgaters. Tailgating also represents a problem for workplace
resources who attempt to develop an accurate count of the number of individuals who are
inside of a building.
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Tracking device-powered cyberstalking is also an active threat to safety and
security. As a result, such unknown devices need to be noticed and their potential threat
addressed within an environment comprising multiple access doors and multiple buildings
to protect within a campus.
Techniques are presented herein that re-use existing network components to
efficiently detect and validate the identity of every individual who enters a premise. While
the use of existing technologies (such as location tracking and multi-factor authentication
(MFA)) for user identification are known, existing approaches address only a device-touser association and imperfectly address the issue of associating an identity to a location
and a movement. Aspects of the presented techniques leverage different network
equipment vendor offerings (including wireless capabilities, elements of an advanced
digital network architecture, MFA capabilities, a cloud-based location services platform,
and an identity and access control policy/MDM platform) to detect and validate the identity
of an employee, contractor, or visitor who enters a building.
In support of the upcoming description of the techniques presented herein, Figure
1, below, presents elements of an exemplary arrangement that is possible according to
aspects of those techniques.
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Figure 1: Exemplary Arrangement
Among other things, Figure 1, above, identifies a series of sub-steps, which are
labeled 1b through 3f in the figure. Those steps will be described in the following narrative.
Step 1, which comprises the sub-steps 1.b through 1.e, encompasses a location
services facility using real-time location tracking information to track the number of
individual devices that enter or exit a premises.
Under sub-step 1.b, an advanced digital network architecture controller integrates
with a cloud-based location services platform, a policy/MDM facility, and MFA
capabilities along with a building’s security badge infrastructure to compare the count of
devices that have entered with the number of badges that have entered. Next, under substep 1.c, an enterprise’s employee's devices are known, either because they are managed
or because employees have used them to connect to the enterprise’s network (e.g., at initial
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connection time a device’s Station ID may be registered within an policy/MDM facility
while an employee’s credentials are validated). At sub-step 1.d, each detected wireless
device media access control (MAC) address that can be mapped (in a policy/MDM facility)
to an employee device is classified as known. An advanced digital network architecture
controller maps the badging information with the device entering the premises.
During sub-step 1.e, each detected wireless device MAC that is not present in an
policy/MDM facility is temporarily classified and stored as unknown. Such information is
then stored in a cloud database (Db) for artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning
(ML) processing so that intelligent decisions may be taken for the instant user based on a
historical correlation of arrival time(s) and day(s) (as described below).
Step 2, which comprises the sub-steps 2.b through 2.d, encompasses an individual
piggybacking another badged user without actually badging in. During such a process a
cloud-based location services platform detects and communicates the entry of multiple
devices to an advanced digital network architecture controller in real time. Under sub-step
2.b, a first user badges in and their device is mapped to the badging event as described for
Step 1, above.
At sub-step 2.c, a second user does not badge in, and their device MAC address is
validated against an policy/MDM facility. Under this scenario, their device is an employeeregistered device and, consequently, the policy/MDM facility returns a match. An
advanced digital network architecture controller communicates to an MFA facility a
request to the user to confirm their entry through a push notification. Confirmation of the
push notification is then used as a secondary badge entry validation into the building (with
a stern reminder to badge in next time).
Sub-step 2.d illustrates one of many possible approaches. Under the instant
approach, an alert is sent to the device of the first user informing them that they allowed
an employee to tailgate their entry (with a stern yet gentle reminder to not let people tailgate
next time). Further, the first user may respond to the alert with a known colleague flag that
an advanced digital network architecture controller may record. Upon the next occurrence
of Step 2, sub-step 2.c may be triggered but sub-step 2.d may be skipped.
Step 3, which comprises the sub-steps 3.b through 3.f, encompasses an individual
piggybacking another badged user without actually badging in. During such a process a
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cloud-based location services platform detects and communicates the entry of multiple
devices to an advanced digital network architecture controller in real time. During sub-step
3.b, a first user badges in and their device is mapped to the badging event as described
previously under Step 1, above.
At sub-step 3.c, consider that a second user does not badge in. Thus, their device
MAC address is not known in an policy/MDM facility and consequently it is flagged as
rogue by an advanced digital network architecture controller working with a cloud-based
location services platform. Under this scenario, there are one or more unknown devices
(such as a phone, a tracking device, wireless earbuds, etc.) that can be initially detected
near a valid device (i.e., a valid user device badging-in). Bayesian inference, based on the
physical distance (e.g., greater than two meters) from a badged-in user, may be employed
to differentiate a badged-in user’s unknown device (e.g., a valid user bringing in a new
smartwatch) from a piggybacked user’s device. Consequently, the system may enter a
learning cycle, tracking a user’s badging along with their known associated devices and
nearby unknown devices.
Under sub-step 3.d, if the system does not detect a location separation over time
(e.g., the same user) or if the distance between unknown devices and a known device or
authenticated user as recognized by an advanced digital network architecture controller is
small, then the unknown device may belong to the valid user. Under one possible approach,
the system may passively learn the location association and map the unknown device to
the user following a (configurable) amount of time and possibly modified with specific
events (e.g., a user going to the bathroom with a device implies that the device is more
likely mapped to the device than to another person accompanying the known user, and such
an event serves as a mapping partial accelerator). Under another possible approach, a
warning may be sent to the user's known device, signaling the presence of the unknown
device nearby and suggesting the possibility of acknowledging (and taking ownership of)
the device. An acknowledged device can then be added into a cloud Db as an authorized
user so that AI and ML processing activities may reuse such knowledge in the future
without any human, subject matter expert (SME), or domain expert involvement.
At sub-step 3.e, until sub-step 3.d occurs, or if the system detects increasing
physical separation between a known user device and an unknown device, the unknown
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device becomes a potential malicious rogue. If a location is detected through Wi-Fi beacons
or through Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons, an advanced digital network architecture
controller may attempt to use both Radio Access Technologies (RAT) – that is, Wi-Fi and
BLE – to push notifications to the unknown device, providing the maximum possible
opportunity to the device user to respond. Such a process is similar to someone in an
airplane trying to send another person a picture through a close-range wireless file transfer
facility.
Under sub-step 3.f, the active location tracking system pushes an intruder alert to
every valid user device across the locations to which a piggyback user is walking or
navigating. Such a repeated alert will relentlessly continue until the user badges-in or is
reported by a sponsor as a guest user (under the sponsor's responsibility).
As described and illustrated in the above narrative, the techniques presented herein
encompass a number of novel elements in support of the orchestration of existing network
equipment vendor mobility components to identify and detect tailgaters. Of particular
interest and note are a dynamic ability to differentiate a tailgater from a badged invalid user
in a building entry management system (BMS). Additionally, MFA is leveraged to classify
unknown devices (such as tracking devices) to ensure that there is a differentiation between
stalkers versus genuine devices with a subsequent reclassification of appropriate devices
as known entries for future use.
Figure 2, below, presents elements of one illustrative example that is possible under
the techniques presented herein and which is reflective of the above discussion.
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Figure 2: Illustrative Example
In summary, techniques have been presented that re-use existing network
components (including wireless capabilities, elements of an advanced digital network
architecture, a cloud-based location services platform, and a policy/MDM platform) and
leverage existing capabilities (such as MFA) to efficiently detect and validate the identity
of every individual who enters a premise. Aspects of the presented techniques support a
solution that may differentiate a tailgater from a badged-in user while solving the
"unknown device" issue.
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